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MOCRA is located at 3700 West Pine Blvd. on the campus of Saint Louis University. (Please note that West Pine Blvd. and Spring Ave. are closed off to vehicular traffic on the campus.) MOCRA is found in Fusz Memorial Hall on the southwest corner of the clock tower plaza ④. Follow the signs to MOCRA, which has its own entrance ③ (look for the spire on the corner of the building).

Driving and Parking

Please note that GPS devices and smartphone mapping apps can get confused trying to reach MOCRA, since we are located within the campus. We recommend that you enter an address of 3700 Laclede Ave., which will take you to the intersection of Laclede Ave. and Spring Ave.

If you need any assistance finding your way, please don’t hesitate to contact us via phone at 314-977-7170 or e-mail at mocra@slu.edu

Option 1: MOCRA parking spaces
MOCRA has four parking spaces reserved for visitors located behind the building. Enter the driveway adjacent to 3761 Laclede Ave. ① — look for the blue and white “MOCRA” signs on nearby lampposts. Proceed to the alley at the driveway’s end. Turn right, then left, following the blue and white “MOCRA” signs. Continue into the small lot ② behind MOCRA’s building, and park in one of the designated spaces. Two spaces for handicapped parking ⑤ are also located in this lot.

Walk into campus and turn right; follow the length of the building to MOCRA’s entrance ③. Please notify a staff member that you have parked in the MOCRA lot; you will need a temporary parking permit.

Option 2: On-street parking
Metered street parking (free on Sundays) is available on Laclede Ave. and Spring Ave. to the south, and on Lindell Blvd. and Spring Ave. to the north.

Option 3: Laclede parking garage
The University Parking Garage on Laclede Ave. at Grand Blvd. ⑤ offers paid visitor parking. (There is often no charge on Sundays).

Alternative modes
Public transportation: Saint Louis University is served by several MetroBus lines and the MetroLink Grand Station. Find schedules and fares at www.metrostlouis.org.

Biking: You'll find bike racks right alongside the Fusz Memorial building where MOCRA is located.